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I.

Overview of Impact Investing

Impact investing is defined as investment behaviors which

social issues, and that investments are made while conduct-

attempt to solve social and environmental issues while

ing so-called “social impact measurement” , that is by under-

seeking economic returns.

standing social impact generated through projects and activi-

Traditionally, value judgement of an investment has been con-

ties and adding a value judgement.

ducted based on two axis: “risk” and “return” . Impact invest-

In some cases, economic returns may be above, equal to, or

ing, which incorporates the third axis of “impact” , intends to

below the prevailing market rates. However, it distinguishes

balance both social and economic returns by understanding

itself from activities such as donations, grants, subsidies, and

social and environmental changes and effects that occur as a

venture philanthropy that do not aim for economic returns in

result of projects or activities.

the sense that it intends to balance both social and economic

Impac t investing is charac ter ized by that it aims to solve

values (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure 1 | Definition of terms
Term

Definition

Impact

Inclusive of both short-term and long-term, social and environmental changes or effects as a
result of specific projects or activities.

Social impact measurement

To understand social impact through quantitative and qualitative approaches and make a
value judgment of specific projects or activities.
Investment behaviors which attempt to solve social and environmental issues while seeking economic returns. All forms of financial transactions that seek financial returns including equity and bond

Impact investing

investment, loans, lease are considered investments. Donations, subsidies and grants are excluded.

Figure 2 | Overview of impact investing
Impact investing

ESG investment
General investment

(Negative screens)

Financial Only

Responsible

General donations

(Positive screens)

Sustainable

Impact

Impact Only

Investing in projects that can generate market competitive financial returns
Investing in and providing financial support, with consideration for environmental, social, and governance
factors as well as risk mitigation
Investing in and providing financial support to projects that actively work on
environmental, social, and governance issues
Investing in and providing financial support to projects that aim
to solve social issues and have a measurable social impact
Market competitive economic
returns
Economic returns below
the market rates
Social returns only with
no intention of seeking
economic returns
- Conventional
investment style
that seeks
economic returns
- No active interest
in environmental,
social, and
governance
factors

- Investment style
with consideration
for environmental,
social, and
governance factors
as well as risk
mitigation, from not
only a financial
perspective but
also the
perspective of not
damaging
corporate value

- Investment style
that places
emphasis on
environmental,
social, and
governance
factors from the
perspective of
improving values

- Generate market
competitive
economic returns
for investors while
providing them
with social returns
at the same time

- Generate
economic returns
while providing
social returns at
the same time
- Economic returns
may be below the
prevailing market
rates

- Generate
economic returns
while providing
social returns at
the same time
- Economic returns
are below the
prevailing market
rates

- Support solving
social issues.
No intention of
generating
economic returns
for investors.

(Sources) Created by the author based on the G8 Social Impact Investment Task Force (2014) “Allocating for Impact”
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II.

Expansion of Impact Investing

1. Global
The global impact investing market size is estimated to have reached

acc eleration of discussions toward the promotion of innovative

USD 502 billion in 2019. The impact investing market has grown

financing mechanism.

tremendously over the past few years with the number of related
financial products being on the rise (Figure 3).

In the G20 Osaka Summit held in June 2019, reference was made in
the Prime Minister’ s speech to Japan’ s initiatives in the promotion of

Expectations in the international community are also growing. Accelerating the inflow of private funds is imperative to achieve the SDGs.
This indicates that it is essential to shift from conventional investments that only pursue economic rationality to investments that are in
consonance with respects for the global environment and human
rights. In that sense, impact investing can play a significant role.

impact investing.
Global issues including climate change, closing gender gaps, and
financial inclusion have driven growth in the ESG investment sectors.
For institutional investors, consideration for the social aspects of
finance is becoming a matter of course. The environment for the
growth of impact investing is being developed, and the market is

Over the past few years, international organizations including the IFC

expected to grow even further.

and UNDP have also actively worked on impact investing. Within the
G20 countries, as well, signs of change have appeared, including

1.

Impact investing
market size

Expanding impact investing market

Estimated USD

502 billion

Western, Northern,
& Southern Europe
21%

Eastern Europe, Russia,
& Central Asia
1%

Middle East &
North Africa
1%

East Asia
2%

U.S. & Canada
58%
Latin America & Caribbean
(Including Mexico)
4%

No Single Headquarter Location
1%

South Asia
3%

Sub-Saharan Africa
6%

Southeast Asia
2%

Oceania
1%

n=1102; excludes organizations for which headquarters location was unknown

Figure 3 | Organizations that work on impact investing (headquarters location)
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1

G20 Osaka Summit, the leaders’ declaration

2

Prime Minister’s Office website

https://www.g20.org/jp/documents/ﬁnal_g20_osaka_

https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/98_abe/statement/2019/06

2.

Background and factors of growth
There are several backgrounds and factors that contribute to the growth of impact investing. Here, the following
five main points are discussed.

1

Need to address climate change
-

2

New trends in gender investment
-

3

-

-

-

Knowledge on social impact measurement has matured and developed over the past decade, with the accumulation of
knowledge including principles, indexes, and cases.
International initiatives are developing, with the birth of The Impact Management Project (IMP) in 2018 in which nine
organizations including the UNDP, IFC, OECD, PRI, and GSG participate.

Growth in the overall ESG investment sector
-

3.

It is said that achieving the SDGs will require USD 5 to 7 trillion in investment each year, thus accelerating the inflow of
private funds is essential.
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) released the Operating Principles for Impact Management on social impact
investing. The OECD set out to promote impact investing, and the SDGs Impact was launched at the UN General Assembly
in 2018.
In the private sector, financial products including green bonds, water bonds, vaccine bonds, and microfinance bonds are
also expanding.

Maturation of Social Impact Measurement
-

5

Gender-lens Investing, which actively promotes improving women’s financial access, poverty reduction, and empowerment,
is gaining global attention.
Movements to use impact investing to support women’s entrepreneurship, financial inclusion, and their economic and
social empowerment, including JAPAN ASEAN Women Empowerment Fund and Investing in Women (Australia) are
spreading.

Connecting to the SDGs and the development of the framework in the international community
-

4

As climate change becomes a reality from threat, it has been widely recognized that the acceleration of climate change will
destabilize companies’ business environment, which will damage investment returns.
Investors have increasingly engaged not only with companies but also governments and international organizations. Such
investors’ behavior is driving a shift in the way finance works at an unprecedented speed.
Attempts to properly reflect risks to the market to eliminate factors which destabilize finance, including increased
disclosure of climate-related financial information, are also spreading.

The market size of ESG investment has grown to USD 30.7 trillion: a 34% increase over the past 2 years.
With the spread of ESG investment, interest in the social aspect of finance has increased, backed by the global agreement
and demand for achieving the SDGS.

Movement of the international community
G20 Osaka Summit
-

In the G20 Osaka Summit held in June 2019, reference was made in the leaders’ declaration to “innovative financing
mechanism.” 1

-

In addition, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe declared in his speech in the session 3 of the Summit that “Japan will lead the
international discussion on impact investing and utilizing dormant bank accounts. ” 2

Figure 4 | Reference to innovative financing mechanism in the leaders’ declaration at the G20 Osaka Summit
G20 Osaka Summit Leaders’ Declaration
Realizing an inclusive and sustainable world
Development
We recognize that international public and private finance for development as well as other innovative
financing mechanisms, including blended finance, can play an important role in upscaling our collective
efforts.
(Source) G20 2019 OSAKA website

Figure 5 | G20 Osaka Summit Speech of the Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in Session 3
Session 3 “Addressing Inequalities, Inclusive and Sustainable World” (held on June 29, 2019)
“Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) are crucial for realizing SDGs. Japan will widely share the
basic concept for the development of the STI for SDGs Roadmap, newly agreed upon at the G20. In addition, Japan will lead the international discussion by examining ways to employ diversified and innovative
financing schemes including social impact investing and utilizing dormant bank accounts for financing
necessary to address global issues.”
(Source) Prime Minister’s Office website
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2. Japan
1.

Expansion of impact investing market
The impact investing market is also growing in Japan. The invest-

This increase is largely due to an increase in the number of orga-

ment balance of impact investing in Japan is estimated to be JPY

nizations that newly work on impact investing. Specif ic ally,

317 billion in 2019 (Figure 6).

entities including investment management companies, insurance
c ompanies, and f inancial institutions have entered into the
impact investing market. On the other hand, there are also cases
in which organizations that had already entered the market and
have steadily increased their funding amount and performance
by accumulating impact investing of several hundred million yen.

Figure 6 | (Estimated) impact investing balance in Japan ³

Total cumulative investment
balance
Number of organizations who
responded to the questionnaire

2019

2018

2016

2017

JPY 33.7 billion

JPY 71.8 billion

21

24

JPY 344 billion

JPY 317 billion
16

20

(Source) GSG National Advisory Board (2019)

2.

Diversified cases
With the expansion of impact investing market, cases are diversi-

also increasing, with major f inancial institutions entering as

fying. For example, social impact bond (SIB), which had only 2

investors (Figure 7).

pilot projects at the time of issuance of the last proposal, had 12
projects launched as of 2019 that were known, with about 20
projects under consideration.
New entry into the impact investing market by private investors is

As a result of the entry by various entities such as institutional
investors, investment management companies, and venture capital firms, the impact investing market is becoming more diverse
(Figure 8).

Figure 7 | Launch of SIB

Number of
launch:
about

Chugoku
region

20

City, Ehime
● Saijo
Prefecture

Prefecture
● Oita
Optimization of drug

●

●

●

prescription
Omuta City, Fukuoka
Prefecture
Restraining the
degradation of health
conditions of patient
who needs care
support
Koshi City,
Kumamoto Prefecture
Preventive care

Promotion of cancer
screening
Okayama City
Kenko (Health) point

Shikoku
region

City
● Fukuoka
Optimization of drug
prescription

Sapporo City, Hokkaido
● SIB
project composition

cities in Hiroshima
● 6Prefecture

●
Kyushu
region

Hokkaido

Community business
entrepreneurship support
Mima City, Tokushima
Prefecture
Improving physical
functions of people

led by the Ministry of
● Projects
Economy, Trade and Industry
Projects
led by the Ministry of
● Health, Labour
and Welfare
● Projects led by the Cabinet Office
● Other

survey

Kanto
region

City, Tokyo
● Hachioji
Promotion of cancer screening
City, Kanagawa Prefecture
● Yokohama
SIB project composition survey
City, Tokyo
● Tama
Prevention of severe diabetic nephropathy

●
●

and other serious diseases in cooperation
with pharmacies
Sakura City, Chiba Prefecture
Support the needy to obtain employment
Ina City, Nagano Prefecture
Prevention of lifestyle-related diseases

Kinki
region

City, Hyogo Prefecture
● Kobe
Prevention of severe diabetic

●
●
●

nephropathy and other serious
diseases
Higashiomi City, Shiga Prefecture
Community business entrepreneurship support
Osaka Prefecture
Promotion of registration of foster
parents, Free school
Tenri City, Nara Prefecture
Prevention of severe dementia

City, Osaka Prefecture
● Toyonaka
Support to quit smoking
City, Osaka Prefecture
● Ikeda
Operation of a free school
City, Osaka Prefecture
● Sakai
Preventive care
City and 2 local
● Kawanishi
governments, Hyogo Prefecture
Health promotion program

³For figures in 2014, re-examined figures are used. For more information, see G8 National Advisory Board (2016), p.37. No survey data available for 2015.
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Figure 8 | Examples of impact investing in Japan launched since 2015
Description

Year

Month

2017

January

Shinsei Corporate Investment
Limited

- Established the Child-care Support Fund (Japan Impact
Investment I Limited Partnership)
- Fund size: JPY 500 million

October

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance
Company, Limited

- Invested JPY 400 million in Gojo and Company, Inc.
- Since then, invested about JPY 2.5 billion in a total of 8 companies

2018

2019

Executing entity

November The Sasakawa Peace Foundation

- Announced the establishment of The Asia Women Impact Fund

June

Crowd Credit Inc.

- The Social Impact Investment Declaration. Structured and sold
multiple investment products.

July

Plus Social Investment

- Launched a social investment platform, en.try

October

Nomura Asset Management Co., Ltd.

- Nomura ACI Advance Medical Impact Fund

June

Shinsei Corporate Investment
Limited
Japan Social Innovation and
Investment Foundation
Mizuho Bank, Ltd.

- Established Japan Impact Investment II Limited Partnership

(Sources) Created by the author based on published materials

3.

Developing an environment that supports the growth of impact investing market
The following changes should be noted for the development of the impact investing market. Proactive actions by the public and private
sectors as well as catching up with the international trends are essential for the impact investing market to further grow and mature.

1

Proactive initiatives by the Japanese government
-

2

Accelerating growth in ESG investment
-

3

There are many signs of change including the launch of a platform for green bonds and social bonds at domestic stock
exchange, establishment of the SDGs promotion roundtable, and initiation of discussions on the composition and sales of
impact investing-related products at the Japan Securities Dealers Association.

Development of Social Impact Measurement
-

5

The Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the world’s largest institutional investor, has accelerated efforts for
ESG investment, with signing the UN Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) in 2015.
These efforts by the GPIF are driving changes in the behavior of domestic institutional investors.

Changes in domestic organizations
-

4

Efforts to take the initiative in the international community are underway, based on the leaders’ declaration and Prime
Minister’s speech (see p.4 for details) at the G20 Osaka Summit.
In the “Expanded SDGs Action Plan 2019”, the government declared that it would lead the public opinion of the international
community in closing financial gap to achieve SDGs.
In response to this, proactive efforts are being made including the establishment of “Round Table Discussion of Advisory
Panel to Discuss New Ways of Financing to Meet the SDGs” in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan.
Regarding the SIB, further expansion was declared and proposed in the “Basic Policy on Economic and Fiscal Management
and Reform 2018”, “Future Investment Strategy 2018”, and “Basic Policy for Town, People, and Business Creation 2019”, and
other policies.

Social Impact Measurement Initiative was launched in June 2016. It continues to evolve by consolidating domestic and
international knowledge.
Examples of social impact measurement have also become broader and deeper with the expansion of practices of impact
investing.

Development of efforts to utilize dormant bank accounts
-

Efforts on dormant bank accounts have made significant progress over the past few years.
The initiative is now moving into the implementation phase, following the enactment of the Act on Utilization of Funds Related
to Dormant Deposits to Promote Public Interest Activities by the Private Sector in December 2016, and the establishment of
the Council for Utilization of Dormant Deposits in spring 2017.
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III.
1.

Future of Impact Investing

Three shortfalls around impact investing
The following three shortfalls must be resolved to further develop impact investing (Figure 9).

Figure 9 | Three shortfalls around impact investing

●
●
●
●

●
●
Lack of conceptualization and
sharing of impact investing

●

Lack of established impact
measurement methods and
dissemination and use

●

1

Lack of international framework,
coordinated actions, and
institutional improvement by the
government

●
●

Lack of
recognition and
understanding

Lack of integration into the
capital market

2

Lack of recognition among the general public
Lack of recognition and understanding
among financial institutions
Lack of understanding of changing
perceptions of institutional investors
Lack of awareness and understanding of the
social impact and potential power of
investment
Lack of entrepreneurial literacy
Lack of understanding of Japan’s current
situation

3
●
●

Lack of social
infrastructure

Lack of
players

L a c k o f e x a m p les o f im p act in vestin g
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●
●
●

Lack of targeted investment
Lack of personnel to find and
foster targeted investment
Lack of entrepreneurial
literacy
Lack of investor’s entry
Lack of personnel who can
design new financial products

2.

Required ecosystem for impact investing
In order to change three “shor t falls” to “enhanc ement ” and

The f igure below visualizes player s in the impac t investing

increase the number of examples, it is essential to enhance and

ecosystem and image of their expected roles. The enhancement

develop the ecosystem for impact investing.

of each of these players both quantitatively and qualitatively is
essential for the development of impact investing.

Figure 10 | Ecosystem and players of impact investing, and image of their expected roles

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
Incubator
Accelerator
Industry support
organizations
Mentoring staff including
senior entrepreneurs
Professional staff
including lawyers and
accountants
Designers, engineers
Assessment bodies,
academic institutions
Foundations

Discovering entrepreneurs with
growth potential

Angel investors
Individual investors
(affluent)
Individual investors
(general)
Financial institutions
Institutional investors
(pension funds, insurance
companies, etc.)
Foundations

Investment in financial products

Investors

Providing financial support based on risk tolerance
(including techniques other than investment)

Financial
intermediaries

Non-financial
intermediaries

●
●
●
●
●

VC firms/fund managers
Securities companies
Megabanks
Regional financial
institutions
Type II financial
instruments business
operators
Development of financial products

Mentoring

Sales and brokerage of financial products

Formulating strategies for business growth

Execution of investment

Organizing
Governance

Investees

Business matching
Raising the top line in sales
Organizing financing assessments and needs,
presentation of available options and portfolio design

●
●

Companies
Social entrepreneurs

Disseminating information

Business creation

Measurement

Scale up and scale out

Market formation
Building
foundation for
growth

●
●
●

National and local
governments
Universities and
academic
institutions
Media

Rule making
Presenting cases
Training
Education
Proposing policies and measures, institutionalization
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IV.
1.

Proposal for the Expansion of Impact Investing

Realizing
sustai n

Three shortfalls around impact investing
The figure below shows the Theory of Change (ToC) for

Here, the GSG National Advisor y Board at tempts to

the development of impact investing, created by the GSG

formulate a hypothesis, organizing the efforts required

National Advisory Board (Figure 11).

for the development of impact investing and their causal
relationships.

ToC is a framework used to discuss how to invest limited
resources, how to utilize external resources, and with
whom collaboration is required, based on a structural
understanding of social issues.

Figure 11 | Theory of Change for the development of impact investing

Proble m

- The GSG National Advisory Board aims at “realizing a new model of capitalism that
is sustainable and full of challenges and possibilities” through the development of
impact investing.
- Impact investing is an effort that internalizes various effects and values including
reducing the burden on global environment, correcting disparities, respecting human
rights, and encouraging the rebuilding of communities.

Resou

- The GSG National Advisory Board, together with various stakeholders, aims to
achieve those social values and renew capitalism itself through the power of finance,
thereby improving the sustainability of society as a whole, enabling various entities
to realize the power of finance to solve issues, and changing the way finance works.

An ecos

Funds originating from impact
Funds originating
investing from impact investingEnt i
c
are diversified and sufficiently
are diversified
flowing and sufficiently flowing
back into the market.
back into the market.

A

BA

CB

Investors provide

Investors
provide
Various
financial

suf ficient funding for

suf ficient
funding for impact
products
are well
products
investing,
are well

impact investing.

impact
provided
toinvesting.
the market.

DC

Channels
Variousfor
financial
entr y into

Investors
are for
wellentr y into AbInl
Channels
informed
each
impactabout
investing,

oppor tunities, are well

ne asc

andoppor
impact.
o
tunities, are well gr an

prepared.

prepared.

2

2

3

1
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su inp

of risks,
returns,
including
provided
investment
to the market.aspect
including
investment

3

An i n

Efforts necessary to establish an ecosystem for impact investing
1

Improving investment literacy

2

Expanding financial products and financing channels

3

Enhancing the provision of information to investors and promoting
changes in investors’ behavior
Creating opportunities for entities to grow and enhancing organizations and institutions that support them

4

glism
a new
that model
is
of capitalism that is
nges
and
nable
and full of challenges and
possibilities

5

Establishing and spreading methods of social impact measurement

6

Enhancing conceptualization of impact investing and maintaining
its quality
Creating a framework for social implementation and dissemination

7
8

Enhancing links among various players and promoting community
building

ation
e m solving
are
and value creation are
constantly attained.

Ultimate outcome

osystem
u rces that support the ecosystem
continue to flow back.

Final outcome

g on
ystem
impact
of players working on impact
investing is formed.

Outcome 1

8

g ities
social
working
issues on
and
solving social issues
Social
and
infrastructure necessary
for
Social infrastructure
necessary for
rating
a positive
the growth of impact investing
is of impact investing is
creating
value are generating a positive
the growth
ociety. impact in the society.
well established.
well established.

7

7

FE

GF

HG

IH

Both the government
Impact
investing
has
investing
b le
to access
Impact
measurement
Impact
measurement
ct
investing
is to
Impact
investing is
andImpact
private
sector has
been
conceptualized
been their
conceptualized
deepen
underuedpport
functions
methods
have
beenof
methods
have been
as one
of
utilized
as one
of the social
a common and are wellstanding
and a common
ecing
cessary
fornecesbusinessestablished
are well
means
financingand
means
neces- andestablished
and policy significance
has
been
understanding has been
utilized
utilized in the
capital
orowth.
the business
sar y in
forthe
thecapital
business understanding
of impact investing and
created.
market.
market.
h.
grow th.
thecreated.
need to promote it.

4

5

Outcome 2

5

6

I
Both the government
and private sector
deepen their understanding of the social
and policy significance
of impact investing and
the need to promote it.

Outcome 3

6

ni gnoi tfi ai m
l upna d
ce
t ri s
nve
t a nsdt i n g iosf ci m
r epaat c
e td .i nve s t i n g i s c r e a t e d .
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2.

Eight efforts necessary
to realize
ecosystem
for impact
investing for impact investing
2. Eight
efforts an
necessary
to realize
an ecosystem

The GSG National Advisory Board
the following
eight
actions
as efforts
necessary
to realize
for impact
Theproposes
GSG National
Advisory
Board
proposes
the following
eight
actionsan
asecosystem
efforts necessary
to realize an ecosys
investing and ultimately create “a
society and
where
problems
are always
solved
andproblems
value is constantly
investing
ultimately
create
“a society
where
are alwayscreated.”
solved and value is constantly created.”
(These eight actions are correspondent(These
to the numbers
in “Figure
11: Theory oftoChange
for the indevelopment
of impact
eight actions
are correspondent
the numbers
“Figure 11: Theory
of investing.”
Change for) the development of impact investing.” )

Eight efforts

Eight efforts
-

1

Improving investment literacy

1

Expanding financial
products and
financing channels

3

Enhancing the
provision of information to investors
and promoting
changes in investors’ behavior

2

3

-

-

-

4

Creating opportunities for entities to
grow and enhancing
organizations and
institutions that
support them

5

Establishing and
spreading methods
of social impact
measurement

6

Enhancing conceptualization of impact
investing and
maintaining its
quality

-

-

-

-

10

8

Enhancing links among
various players and
promoting community
building

7

8

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Sharing case information and precedent examples
impact
investing
Sharing on
case
information
and pr
Enhance the provision of information -on Enhance
financial products
that fall
the provision
of information
on financial
productswith
thatprivate
fall
Promoting
collaboration
think tanks
and academic
institutio
n
Promoting
collaboration
with pr

● implementation/publication of research●andimplementation/publication
Enhancing
the to institutional and
study, regarding the long of-tr
under impact investing
individual
under
impact investors
investing by
to institutional
and individual investors by
impact investing
impact investing
provision
of
inforfinancial institutions, inducing appropriatefinancial
investment
behaviors.
institutions,
inducing appropriate
investment
behaviors.
investors with
opportunities to●
cultivate
awareness
of with
impact
inv e
Providing
investors
opportu
● Providing
ence investors to change their
ence
Create an environment
that encourages
investors
to change their
- Create
an environment
that encourages
mation
to investors
Creating opportunities for investors to●
participate
solving socialfor
issu
es
Creatinginopportunities
inves
●
attitudes
and behaviors through investment
in financial
productsthrough investment
attitudes
and behaviors
in financial products
and
promoting
level)
level)
Creating
institutional
incentives
to
increase
the
number
of
investors,
inclu
d
Creating
institutional
incentives
that
fall
under
impact
investing.
that
fall
under
impact
investing.
●
●
changes in invesmanagement
Working
on a review of the foun
● Working on a review of the foundations’●asset
tors’ behavior
investment
portfolios
Expanding
social impact
investin
● Expanding social impact investing in ESG
● investors’

that
drive behavioral
ch a
Publicly
honoring
and developin
● Publicly honoring and developing good●practices
platforms
that connect
supporters
Enhancing
platforms that conne
● Enhancing
● and
From the perspective of broadening -theFrom
rangethe
of perspective
targeted investof broadening
the range
of targeted
invest- entities
Creating support
a measurement
system for support
personnel
and organizations,
a measurement
systema
● enhance
● Creating
ment and finding better projects, enhance
support
and intermediment
and finding
better projects,
and intermediCreating
opportunigoodentities
practices
from both
non-financial
perspective
Sharing
good practices
from bos
●findSharing
● and
ary organizations that broadly find and foster
entities engaged
in
ary organizations
that broadly
and foster
engaged
in financial

●

●

Increase the number of entities that- understand
thenumber
social and
Increase the
of entities that
understand
social of
and
Providing
practicalthe
examples
social impact
measurement
and
sharing ofth
Providing
practical
examples

economic value generated
businesses
and generated
utilize the through
value
their businesses
and utilize
the and
Establishing
and through their economic
measurement
methods
human
resources meth
to b
Establishing
measurement
● Establishing
●developing
results as part ofmethods
their management cycle.
results as part of their management
cycle. performance data
spreading
● Sharing
● Sharing performance data
Encourage
constructive
investors constructive
and investees
- Encourage
dialogue
investors
andand
investees
Organizing
open data
platform for ●
sharing
knowledge
Organizing
open data and platfo
● between
of
social
impactdialogue between
including companies, and increase the number
ofcompanies,
support organiincluding
and increase the number of support organimeasurement

and personnel
policy aspects
of i m
Developing
responsib
● Developing personnel responsible for the
● practical
Enhancing
concepfrom the perspective
of preparing Promoting
an institutional
and research
ideological
from the perspective
of preparing an institutional
and ideological
diversified
at academic
institutions,diversified
business research
schools, a
Promoting
●
●
tualization
of impact
foundation,
conceptualize
investing from the academic,
foundation, conceptualize
impact investing
from the
academic, impactfields)
fields)
policy,
and practical
aspects and
develop a social
infrastructure
policy, and practical
a social
infrastructure
investing
and aspects and develop
an information
sharing platform
contributes
to maintaining
a
Developing
an information
sharin
● Developing
● that
necessary for the growth of impact Creating
investing.opportunities for communicating with
necessary for the growth of impact investing.
policyopportunities
makers (administrat
io
Creating
for comm
maintaining
its
●
●
mechanisms
forofmaintaining and improving the quality of
Create mechanisms for maintaining -andCreate
improving
the quality
quality
impact investing or preventing impact washing.
impact investing or preventing impact washing.
- The significance
and value
The significance and value of impact investing
are understood,
and of impact investing are understood, and

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

Encouraging Japanese financial institutions
and private Japanese
companiesfinancia
to ra
Encouraging
Work on the enhancement of international
frameworks,
collabora- of international
- Work
on the enhancement
frameworks,
collaborament, and
actively taking
action against and
appealing
to financial
tu
ment,
and actively
takinginsti
action
tive actions, and government policy support
to promote
impact
tive actions,
and government
policy
support
to promote
impact
focused
on impact
investing
focused on impact investing
investing, toward the expansion of impactinvesting,
investing toward
practices.
the expansion of impact
investing
practices.
Providing
information
to individual financial Providing
institutions,
industry groups,
a
information
to individu
- Also, develop the foundation for society
as develop
a whole for
- Also,
the impact
foundation for them
society
as a whole
forthe
impact
to actively
position
social value of investment
them to actively
in their
position
policies
theansoc
d
investing to beaintegrated
into the capital investing
market. to be integrated into the capital
market.the creation of frameworks and
Creating
frameEncouraging
the design the
of systems
Encouraging
creationand
of fra
report on, from the perspective of social impact,
their so
reporthow
on,they
fromrealize
the perspective
work for social
Encouraging industry groups and affiliated Encouraging
organizationsindustry
to provide
train an
in
groups
implementation and
impact investing and the social value of investment
and improve
liter av
impact investing
and their
the social
dissemination
Promoting behavioral changes in financial institutions
a combina
Promoting through
behavioral
changestii
Encouraging the creation of incentives for Encouraging
investors, including
impactof inc
in
the creation
systems and other programs
systems and other programs
Toward building the evidence essential for social
impact
measurement,
e
Toward
building
the evidence es
academic researches, large-scale demonstration
projects,
and the
uti liz
academic
researches,
large-sc
databases for the smooth utilization of data databases for the smooth utiliza
-
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●
●
●
●

zations and personnel to support the management
cycle.
zations and
personnel to support the management cycle.

6

Creating a framework for social
implementation and
dissemination

●
●
●
●

ties
entities
to values. In addition,
That
efforts
will lead
to the qualitativeThat
and these
quantitative
n
effortsenhanceme
will lead to the
solvingfor
issues
and creating
createand
a mechasolving issues
creating values.
In these
addition,
create
a mechasectors
sectors
grow
nism for and
that. enhancing
nism for that.
organizations and
institutions that
support them

4

5

Specific action s

Summary

Creating opportunities to share knowledge for
the composition
of financial
Creating
opportunities
to sharepk
Increase the number of financial products
that can
invest- Increase
theattract
number
of financial products
that
can attract
investIncreasing
cooperation
with
and outreach toIncreasing
all entitiescooperation
including various
fo
with and
companies,
and business companies
companies, and business comp
ment funds to businesses that create social
value.
ment
funds to businesses that create
social value.
Expanding
financial
Creating a mechanism of financing to areasCreating
that areadifficult
to be addre
s
mechanism
of financ
- Enhance the financing channels by- actively
proposing
mechaEnhance
the financing
channels funds
by actively
proposing
mecha- of outcome
including
the establishment
funds,
impactthe
funds,
and w h
funds
including
establishme
products
and precedent examples
nisms and presenting
thatand
enable
a combinanisms
presenting
precedent examples
enable a for
combinaCreating that
a mechanism
participation by individual
through
ut il
Creating ainvestors
mechanism
for partic
investment
trusts
investment trusts
tion of impact investing
with other meanstion
of financing.
of impact investing with other means
of financing.
financing
channels
Creating a mechanism for the circulation of Creating
funds anda resources
through
mechanism
for the cin
Creating opportunities to provide informationCreating
and education
for the manag
e
opportunities
to provide
diary organizations
diary organizations

-

2

Summary

Encourage all players, including investors,
intermediaries,
entities,
- Encourage
all players,
including investors, intermediaries, entities,
Enhancing the dissemination of information
on socialthe
value
of investm eo
Enhancing
dissemination
governments, and the general public, togovernments,
expand their knowledge
and the general public, to expand their knowledge
Enhancing investor education (youth, adult,
and elderly)
Enhancing
investor education
and understanding of not only impact investing
but also the of
social
and understanding
not only impact investing but also the social
Improving investSharing
and international
Sharing domestic and internat
significance and value of investment itself,
thereby enabling
them
significance
and value
of investment
itself,domestic
thereby enabling
them good practices
ment
literacy
Providing
individual financial
institutions
or industry
Providing
information
to indivg
to recognize
that the efforts are related tototheir
social and
recognize
that economthe efforts are related
to theirinformation
social and to
economentities
areinme
institutions and entities are members, andinstitutions
working toand
reflect
impact
v
ic activities.
ic activities.

-

Sharing knowledge and networking acrossSharing
Japan The
GSG National
Ad v
knowledge
and networ
Enhance opportunities for each of investors,
intermediary
support
- Enhance
opportunities
for each of investors, intermediary support

as a whole
as a whole
Enhancing
links among
organization, entities, governments, and
the general
public to
organization,
entities,
governments, and the general public to
knowledge and networking at ●
the regional
Organizations
t h
Sharing level.
knowledge
and networ
● Sharing
various
players
share the process
and and
outcomes of theirshare
effortsthe
to process
promoteand
impact
outcomes offinancial
their efforts
to
promote
impact
institutions, community foundations,
philanthropic
sector
includi n
financial
institutions,
community
investing and deepen
mutual understanding.
investing and deepen mutual understanding.
promoting
community
region, etc. cooperate and deepen their cooperation
in their
respective
re g
region, etc.
cooperate
and deep
participating
i
knowledge
and network
building
● Sharing knowledge and networking internationally
● SharingActively
global level

global level

Milestones towards 2025 Milestones towards 2025

ns

16% of the adult population is aware of the
term
investing.”
16%
of“impact
the adult
population is aware of the term “impact investing.”
m ent with the media involvement
More thanthat
half“investment”
of the adult population
recognizes
that “investment”
will help
solve
social
More than half of the adult population recognizes
will help solve
social issues,
or can become
one of
means
to issues, or can become one of means to
support
solutions
to social issues.
support solutions to social issues.
Half
of
adult
population
thinks
it
is
important
to
understand
investment
outcome
from
a
social
as well as economic perspective.
Half of adult population thinks it is important to understand investment outcome from a social as well as economic perspective.
Half
management
and persons
in charge
of product
development
in financial
institutions
Half of management and persons in charge
ofof
product
development
in financial
institutions
and other
organizations
understand
the and other organizations understand the
definition of impact investing.
financial
y which
groups
and affiliated organizations
toimpact
which investing.
financial
definition of
The promotion of impact investing is clearly stated in the policies, guidelines, charters of action, etc. formulated by industry groups to
netc.
vesting in their policies and guidelines, etc.
The promotion of impact investing is clearly
stated
in theinstitutions
policies, guidelines,
charters of action,
etc. formulated
by industry
groups
which
financial
and other organizations
are members,
government
agencies
including the Financial Services Agency, and
to which financial institutions and other organizations
are
institutional investors
such as GPIF.

al products that aim for social impact
Financial
institutions
that offer impact investing
products
havethat
accounted
for 16%
of the products
total, creating
in for
the16%
choice
of total, creating diversity in the choice of
Financial
institutions
offer impact
investing
have diversity
accounted
of the
management
sment
foundations,
institutional investors,
investment
management
impact investing products.
impact investing products.
Institutions
that actively
compose
projectsInstitutions
similar to impact
investing
have emerged
in the sales
area investing
and are actively
introduced
in sales area and are actively introduced in
that actively
compose
projects similar
to impact
have emerged
in the
romotion
of fund
of finance through
e ssed with
existing
the promotion
of fund
of
the media as a good practice.
the media as a good practice.
w holesale style funds
or more
outcome
funds/impact
funds
have
been outcome
established
through collaboration
the publicthrough
and private
sectors, between the public and private sectors,
One
or more
funds/impact
funds have between
been established
collaboration
tedilization
to a theme
and
ut
of methods
includingOne
stocks
related
to a theme
and
and actual funding for social projects has and
advanced.
actual funding for social projects has advanced.
Wholesale
style
funds function and VC firms
and financial
institutions
thatand
execute
impact
emerged.
Wholesale
style funds
function
VC firms
andinvesting
financial have
institutions
that execute impact investing have emerged.
ve
h currencies
new means including local and
alternative
currencies
Social impact
generated
by the abovementioned
fund ofgenerated
funds andby
itsthe
impact
generating processes
are disclosed
to society,
creat-processes are disclosed to society, creatSocial impact
abovementioned
fund of funds
and its impact
generating
dg financial
intermeement and
staff of financial institutions
and financial
intermeing opportunities to learn from experience.
ing opportunities to learn from experience.

investing has accounted
the totalinvesting
investment
of individual
investors.
hasbalance
accounted
for 1% of the
total investment balance of individual investors.
ation/analysis,
and
o ns to conduct
research and Impact
data preparation/analysis,
and for 1% of Impact
Impact and
investing
hasreturns
accounted
the total
asset management
balance
institutions,
VC firms,
foundations,
investing
has accounted
for 1%ofofthe
thefinancial
total asset
management
balance
of the financial institutions, VC firms, foundations,
in between impact
ginancial
-term returns
correlation
financial
in for 1% ofImpact
and companies.
and companies.
minars
andincluding
confer- educational events, seminars and conferv esting,

at creating
the localvalues (creating contact points at the local
upoints
es and

su ding tax incentives for individual investors

s
h anges in the industry

Business side
Business side
mes
of support
s, and
visualizing and sharingAmong
of the outcomes
of support
Amongthrough
entities investments
that have experienced
through
investments
and loans,
more
than 1% of them have utilized impact investentities that
have experienced financing
and loans,financing
more than
1% of them
have utilized
impact
investing.
ing.
e s
listed social
venturestheir
andbusinesses
startups have
expanding
their businesses with support from investors.
Newly listed social ventures and startups Newly
have emerged,
expanding
withemerged,
support from
investors.
seand
philanthropic
nt of
support personnel in both
business
and investment
philanthropic
Supportconducting
through investment
expands
for entities
conducting
businesses that encourage systemic changes.
Support
through
expands for entities
businesses
that encourage
systemic
changes.
Supporter side

Supporter side

of support
organizations
that have
provided
financial
andtracked
non-financial
More than 16% of support organizationsMore
that than
have16%
provided
financial
and non-financial
support
to entities
have
their support to entities have tracked their
progress
after the support from the perspective of impact.
business progress after the support from business
the perspective
of impact.
conferences
among
supporters
activated,
information
is shared
both
online
and offline and visualized, and a cycle that
Case conferences among supporters areCase
activated,
information
is shared
both are
online
and offline
and visualized,
and
a cycle
that
attractsare
more
participants and interested parties are created.
attracts more participants and interested parties
created.

measurement
are open to
public
on the
online platform
and available
for use
About 1,000
specific examples
of the
social
impact
measurement
are open
to the public
on the online platform and available for use
g the implementation process About 1,000 specific examples of social impact
and reference as an open resource.
and reference as an open resource.
to be responsible for the measurement
Specialized courses and training programs
on socialcourses
impact measurement
have been
in collaboration
Specialized
and training programs
onestablished
social impact
measurementwith
haveinstitubeen established in collaboration with institutions including universities.
tions including universities.
About 100 human resources who haveAbout
received
training onwho
social
impact
measurement
and canonwork
on impact
actual measurement and can work on actual
100practical
human resources
have
received
practical training
social
measurement from a professional perspective
are produced.
measurement
from a professional perspective are produced.
About 1,000 human resources gain basicAbout
knowledge
socialresources
impact measurement,
with increasing
opportunities
for attending
1,000 of
human
gain basic knowledge
of social
impact measurement,
with increasing opportunities for attending
introductory seminars and receiving training.
introductory seminars and receiving training.

f i mpact investing
Items related to impact investing are included
in the courses
offered
at institutions
including
businessoffered
schools,
core
Items related
to impact
investing
are included
in the courses
at featuring
institutions
including business schools, featuring core
institutions
and researchers
academic research
related toconducting
impact investing
in multiple
fields
suchtoas
management,
and researchers
academic
research
related
impact
investing in multiple fields such as management,
esearch
in multiple
s, and other
organizations (progress
of research
in multipleconducting institutions
finance, and social policy.
finance, and social policy.
Presentations
at internationalbyconferences
have been accumulated,
driving
the promotion
of impact
Japanese researchers
at international
conferences
have been
accumulated, driving the promotion of impact
ting
g and improving the quality of impact
investingby Japanese researchersPresentations
investing in Asia.
investing in Asia.
at ion, legislation, etc.)

inratify
the ESG
investvarious
frameworks and
principles
in the ESG
invest-value and significance
Matters regarding
the social
value and
significance
investment,
including
impact
investing are included in the basic training
Matters
regarding
the social
of investment,
including
impact
investingofare
included in
the basic
training
andfinancial
various institutions
certificationand
tests
conducted
by financial institutions and industry groups.
and various to
certification
tests conducted by
industry
groups.
i tutions,
increase efforts
to
increaseprivate
effortssector, and government
Regional
financial
institutions
and communicate
cooperative financial
institutions
communicate
Regional financial institutions and cooperative
financial
institutions
actively
their social
impact actively
when disclosing
and their social impact when disclosing and
providing
information,
enabling
cross-sectional
reference
of practical
examples of each region and each institution.
providing
information,
enabling cross-sectional
reference
of practical
examples
of each region
and each
institution.
tities
encourage
andtoaffiliated
organizations, and
other entities
to encourage
lncontributions
d guidelines, etc., and making
intellectual
contributions
investing
tax cuts
and certification
systems
have been
and investors
are utilized by individual and institutional investors
Impact
investing
tax cuts and certificationImpact
systems
have been
realized,
and are utilized
by individual
andrealized,
institutional
nd
entities to
d other
mechanism
for financial institutions
and
other entities
to
A database
necessary for
practicing
social impact
measurement
hasbetween
been established
A database
necessary
for practicing
social
impact measurement
has
been established
through
collaboration
the publicthrough collaboration between the public
o cial value through finance and private sectors, and is utilized by investment
and private
sectors,
andinstitutions,
is utilized by
investment
financial
institutions, and academic research institutions.
funds,
financial
and
academicfunds,
research
institutions.
canetc.
learn
nnsing,
soabout
that staff at financial institutions can learn about
er acy
ive
formation
a tion
of regulatory approaches and incentive formation
ssary
certification
investing
tax cuts Also, discussing necessary certification

ystems
that enable
encouraging
the development of legal systems that enable
ti and
lization
of big data,
nt
operation
of and the development and operation of

s a visory
hub forBoard
Japanalso plays an active role as a hub for Japan
Ad
where
players of
impact
collaborate
created
all levels in Japan, at the local, and at the
Places where players of impact investingPlaces
mutually
collaborate
have
beeninvesting
created mutually
at all levels
in Japan,have
at thebeen
local,
and atat
the
global levels.
global levels.
regionalimpact investing
salt focus,
hat promote
with
a
local
focus,
regional
Develop
a culture
where diversified
including
governments,
institutions,
Develop a culture where diversified players
including
governments,
financial players
institutions,
philanthropists,
andfinancial
foundations
make philanthropists, and foundations make
s,
di entities
ng locally
in each
based corporatefinancial,
foundations,
entities
in each
financial,intechnical,
andtointellectual
contributions
in such places to support community building.
technical,
and
intellectual contributions
such places
support community
building.
e gions
at the intellectual contributions to networks at the
go networks
in and making
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Impact investing5 in 2025
Impact investing in 2025

Figure
12 describes
what
impact
should
in 2025
by working
on eight
efforts
mentioned
Figure 12 describes what impact
investing
should be
in 2025
by investing
working on
eightbe
efforts
mentioned
on the
previous
page,
by stake-on the previous
stakeholder
category.
The
GSG
National
Advisory
Board
will
continue
to
play
an
active
role
as a hub for Japan to ac
holder category. The GSG National Advisory Board will continue to play an active role as a hub for Japan to achieve the following
following items
and contribute
to the improvement
of practice and knowledge at home and abroad.
items and contribute to the improvement
of practice
and knowledge
at home and abroad.

Figure 12 | What impact Figure
investing
12 |should
What impact
be in 2025
investing
(by stakeholder
should be category)
in 2025 (by stakeholder category)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

16% of the adult population is
16% of
of the
the adult
term “impact
population
investing.”
is aware of the term “impact investing.”
■ aware

More than half of the adult population
■ More than
recognize
half ofthat
the “investment”
adult population
will recognize
help solve that
social
“investment”
issues, or can
will help
become
solve
one
social
of means
issues,toor
support
can become
solutions
onetoof

Half of adult population think■it isHalf
important
of adulttopopulation
understand
think
investment
it is important
outcome
to understand
from a social
investment
as well asoutcome
economic
from
perspective.
a social as well as economic per

Financial education including■the
Financial
above perspectives
education including
is practiced
the above
in eachperspectives
field of compulsory
is practiced
education,
in eachhigher
field ofeducation,
compulsory
and
education,
adult education.
higher educ

The promotion of impact investing
■ Theispromotion
clearly stated
of impact
in the investing
policies, guidelines,
is clearly stated
charters
in the
of action,
policies,etc.
guidelines,
formulated
charters
by industry
of action,
groups
etc.toformulated
which financi
by in

Good impact investing practices
■ Good
that can
impact
engage
investing
manypractices
investorsthat
andcan
be replicated
engage many
across
investors
the region
and have
be replicated
emerged.
across the region have emerged.

Place where players of impact
■ investing
Place where
mutually
players
collaborate
of impacthave
investing
been mutually
created at
collaborate
all levels in
have
Japan,
been
atcreated
the local,
at and
all levels
at theinglobal
Japan,
levels.
at the local, an

Develop a culture where diversified
■ Develop
players
a culture
including
where
governments,
diversified players
financialincluding
institutions,
governments,
philanthropists,
financial
and institutions,
foundationsphilanthropists,
make financial,and
technical,
foundat

■ In the scene of asset management,
■ In the method
scene ofofasset
“impact
management,
investing” exists
the method
as a natural
of “impact
option.
investing” exists as a na

Individual investors

- With the improvement of financial
- With
literacy
theof
improvement
individual investors,
of financial
more
literacy
than of
half
individual
of adultsinvestors,
understand
more
thatthan half
investing in sound and high-qualityinvesting
financialinproducts
sound and
andhigh-quality
utilizing household
financialassets
products
willand
leadutilizing
to a better
household as
society.investors
society.
Individual
- Financial education including the
- above
Financial
perspectives
education is
including
practiced
theinabove
each field
perspectives
of compulsory
is practiced
education,
in each
higher
field of
education, and adult education. education, and adult education.
- Impact investing has accounted-for
Impact
1% ofinvesting
the investment
has accounted
balance of
forindividual
1% of theinvestors.
investment balance of individual in

Investors

Investors

■ For institutional investors, impact
■ investing
For institutional
has been
investors,
of equal
impact
interest
investing
to current
hasESG
beeninvestment,
of equal interest
and more
to current ES

Institutional investors

investors use their own assets. investors use their own assets.
- Impact investing has accounted-for
Impact
1% ofinvesting
the total has
asset
accounted
management
for 1%
balance.
of the total asset management balance.
Institutional investors
- Institutional investors enter the market
- Institutional
as Investors
investors
to outcome
enter thefunds,
market
impact
as Investors
funds, and
to outcome
wholesale
funds,
styleimpact fun
funds. Or, more institutional investors
funds.
venture
Or, more
into institutional
impact investing
investors
themselves
venture by
intoutilizing
impactthe
investing themselves b
abovementioned funds.
abovementioned funds.

Philanthropic-type

Philanthropic-type
play a role as players in Blended Finance.
play a role as players in Blended Finance.

organizations including

- Impact investing
has accounted-for
Impact
1% ofinvesting
the total has
asset
accounted
management
for 1%
balance.
of the total asset management balance.
organizations
including

foundations

foundations
Financial intermediaries

Financial intermediaries

Megabanks,

■ Philanthropic-type organizations,
■ foundations,
Philanthropic-type
and other
organizations,
entities execute
foundations,
impact and
investing
other as
entities
one ofexecute
their roles
impact
or in

- Philanthropic-type organizations- that
Philanthropic-type
actively work onorganizations
finding and fostering
that actively
targeted
work investments
on finding and
emerge.
fostering targe

■ Impact investing efforts (product■development,
Impact investing
project
efforts
composition,
(product development,
and provisionproject
of information
composition,
to customers)
and provision

are made as a matter of course, and
are always
made as
taken
a matter
up forofdiscussion
course, and
asalways
an option
taken
of financial
up for discussion
intermediation
as anto
option o

targeted investments and loans. targeted investments and loans.
Megabanks,

regional bank VCs,

- Half bank
of management
- Half
in charge
of management
of product and
development
persons in
incharge
financial
ofinstitutions
product development
understandinthe
financial i
regional
VCs, and persons

securities companies

securities
- 16% ofcompanies
all financial institutions include
- 16% impact
of all financial
investing
institutions
in the financial
includeproducts
impact investing
they sell over
in thethe
financial
counter.
products

Type II financial

- Institutions
that actively compose
- Institutions
projects similar
that actively
to impactcompose
investingprojects
have emerged
similar toinimpact
the sales
investing
area and
have
areemerg
Type
II financial

instruments

business operators

definition of social investment.

definition of social investment.

actively introduced in the media asactively
a goodintroduced
practice. in the media as a good practice.

instruments

- Increased number of entities work
- Increased
on the formulation
number ofand
entities
saleswork
of new
on financial
the formulation
products,
andcreating
sales ofdiversity
new financial
in
impactoperators
investing projects and products.
impactThis
investing
provides
projects
investors
and products.
with more This
options.
provides investors with more option
business
- Impact investing has accounted-for
Impact
1% ofinvesting
the total has
asset
accounted
management
for 1%
balance.
of the total asset management balance

■ Organizations that provide services
■ Organizations
including business
that provide
support
services
can play
including
a role as
business
a partner
support
in creating
can play
value
a role as a

business support
and assessment
institutions

Non-financial intermediaries

Non-financial intermediaries
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Non-financial,

together with entities and advise them
together
on diversified
with entities
financing
and advise
options.
themThey
on diversified
can also explain
financing
theoptions.
outcomes
They
they
can a
have produced.
have produced.

- More than 16% of support organizations
- More than
that16%
haveofprovided
support support
organizations
to entities
that have
have tracked
providedtheir
support
business
to entities h
progress after the support from the
progress
perspective
afterof
the
social
support
impact.
from the perspective of social impact.
- Case conferences among supporters
- Case
are
conferences
activated, information
among supporters
is shared
areboth
activated,
online and
information
offline and
is shared both o
visualized, and a cycle that attracts
visualized,
more participants
and a cycle
andthat
interested
attractsparties
more participants
are created.and interested parties are

■ Through conducting social impact
■ Through
measurement,
conducting
the number
social impact
of assessment
measurement,
institutions
the number
that support
of assessment
the
institu
Non-financial,

visualization and verbalization of the
visualization
value created
and verbalization
by entities has
ofincreased
the value created
and the by
outcomes
entities have
has increased
been
and t
shared.

shared. support
business

About 1,000 specific examples of
- About
social 1,000
impactspecific
measurement
examples
areofopen
social
to impact
the public
measurement
on the online
areplatform
open to the pu
and- assessment
and available for use and reference
and
asavailable
an open for
resource.
use and reference as an open resource.

institutions
- Sufficient opportunities including- practical
Sufficienttraining
opportunities
have been
including
provided,
practical
and assessment
training havepersonnel
been provided,
have been
and asse

produced.
produced.
- A database necessary for practicing
- A database
social impact
necessary
measurement
for practicing
has been
social
established
impact measurement
through collaboration
has been estab
between the public and private sectors,
between
andthe
is utilized
public and
by investment
private sectors,
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About the GSG
The G8 Social Impact Investment Taskforce was established based on the call by the then Prime
Minister of the UK David Cameron at the G8 Summit (“Summit”) in June 2013.
It was renamed Global Social Impact Investment Steering Group (GSG) in August 2015. Since its
establishment, the GSG has consistently aimed at globally promoting impact investing. The chairman,
Sir Ronald Cohen of the UK, is a pioneer of venture capital in the UK and the founder of Apax
Partners, one of Europe’s largest investment funds, as well as the head of the European NASDAQ.
He is also the founder of the British dormant account fund called Big Society Capital. As of April 1,
2020, the GSG has 32 nations plus the EU as members.

About the GSG National Advisory Board
The GSG requires its member countries to form a national advisory board (NAB), and the NABs
have been established in all member countries.
In Japan, the G8 Social Impact Investment Taskforce National Advisory Board was established in
July 2014. Later, it was renamed the GSG Japan National Advisory Board, in conjunction with the
name change at the global level.
The GSG National Advisory Board is comprised of experts of various sectors including finance,
business, social, and academic institutions. It also serves as a hub for sharing knowledge and
experience, with practitioners and researchers engaged in impact investing being widely connected.

Members of the GSG National Advisory Board

Secretariat

Hiroshi Komiyama
(Chairman)

Chairman of the Institute, Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.

Japan Social Innovation and
Investment Foundation

Masataka Uo
(Vice Chairman)

President, Japan Fundraising Association

Asian Venture Philanthropy Network

Shuichi Ohno

President, The Sasakawa Peace Foundation, and Chair of Executive
Committee, Japan Social Innovation and Investment Foundation

Kazetotsubasa Co., Ltd.

Hiroshi Irie

Managing Executive Officer, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation

Ken Shibusawa

Founder and Chairman, Commons Asset Management, Inc.

Tomoya Shiraishi

Board Member, Social Investment Partners

Masataka Fukao

Chairman, Plus Social Investment

Takehiro Fujimura

General Manager, Corporate Sustainability & CSR Department,
Mitsubishi Corporation

Hiroshi Mikitani

Representative Director, Japan Association of New Economy

Hiroyuki Iijima

Managing Executive Officer, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.

Junichi Yamada

Senior Vice President, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
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